ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE MEETING
SALMON RIVER SUITE, PSU
7:00PM
DECEMBER 3, 2014

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Tingey, in the Salmon River Suite, PSU, called the meeting to order at 7:00pm.

ROLL CALL
ASISU Secretary Zara Sivertsen took roll. All Senators were present. Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, Lowell Richards, was in attendance.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE


ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
1. Debbie Green, ASISU Scholarships- There were 790 scholarship applicants this semester, which was the most to date. Removing names from the applications was effective, and the committees appreciated that. MOVE TO APPROVE THE ASISU SCHOLARSHIPS. Valencia/Johnson. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-ABSTAIN
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-ABSTAIN
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-ABSTAIN
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-ABSTAIN
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-ABSTAIN
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-ABSTAIN

MOTION CARRIED.
2. Vice President Fletcher- ISU has the best financial results in years. This came from an expense reduction. They want to bring down the rate of tuition for students and reduce debt for students. Last year was lowest tuition increase in years. Their goal is to have an even lower increase this year. They will be spending $1.5 million on deferred maintenance projects, with money that they have saved.
1. Katie Johnson- She read an email from a Jenny Brooks. Jenny thinks that Bill 489 hurts student organizations and limits their disciplinary actions for members who misbehave.

2. Katrina Chapman- She is the Greek Council president. She thinks Bill 489 is problematic. This targets student organizations. Students know what they are getting into when they join an organization. The Greek organizations in particular have a high set of standards that members must follow.

3. Gerald Wallace Johnson- He is the Kappa Sigma president. He disagrees with Bill 489. He feels it infringes on their ability to discipline members. A member would have to have done something really bad for them to punish them by not allowing them to go to an event. If a member was drunk at a campus event for example. Their fraternity has a judiciary board to determine punishments for their members. Senator Smith asked about their punishments for members who receive bad grades. Gerald noted that those students are usually on academic probation too. Senator Thayer asked Gerald if he felt that members who were disciplined by the ISU Student Conduct Board were punished enough already. Gerald noted that the punishments given by the Conduct Board are not disclosed to fraternity.

4. Emily Inskeep- She is the Alpha Xi Delta president. She feels that the Greek system is different than other clubs on campus. Greeks hold themselves to high standards. Those high standards make members better people. They have standards for grades, leadership, social behavior, and financial responsibilities. She wants to be held accountable for her actions, and she wants to be held to the high standards of her organization. Alpha Xi Delta has social, academic, and financial probations. She thinks the bill can be interpreted very broadly. She wondered if anyone really knows what an ASISU event is. If they hold a club event, she wondered if that would be considered an ASISU event. She then pondered if disobedient members can still attend their functions, despite their misbehavior. She wondered if they would be breaking the Bylaw if they held a mandatory event at the same time as another campus event, such as bingo or the nightly movies at the Bengal Theater, since members would not be able to attend the other event. She thinks the bill is an extreme. She noted that no one talked to the Greek organizations before writing and presenting this bill. She feels that the individual organizations can fix the problem internally, if there is one. She noted that so many club members came to the Senate meeting today because they are concerned about the bill. She wondered how this bill helps students and student organizations. She noted that the Greeks are already the most involved students on campus. She feels that they are being attacked with this bill.

5. Jameson Bastow- He came to show his support of the bills changing the Election Code. They clarify the practices of the Elections Commission. He invited the members of the Gallery to run for office in the spring. Senator Johnson asked about Bill 482. Jameson noted that they could fine candidates that seek faculty endorsements. They would investigate any endorsements before fining candidates to see whether the student sought the endorsement.

6. Jessie Fullmer- He is in Kappa Sigma. He is in opposition to Bill 489. He thinks the bill sets a bad precedent. If Senate dictates what punishments an organization can have today, he wondered what will stop Senate from dictating membership tomorrow. Senator Cleveland asked if preventing members from attending events is a role given by their national organization. Jessie noted that it is mandated by nationals. They would be in violation of their rules and could be removed as a chapter if they don’t follow the national rules. They have been on campus since 2001 and they have donated thousands of hours towards community service. He feels that Greeks do a lot for the university. Senator Thayer thought the bill didn’t conflict with any of the Greek’s constitutions. Jessie noted that he knows the Kappa Sigma constitution, but cannot speak for the other organizations. Gerald noted that their constitution states that if there is a nationally suspended member at an event, all other Kappa Sigma members must leave the event. If they don’t leave the event, their chapter can be reprimanded by the national office.

7. Michelle Price- She is the president of the Interested Ladies of Lambda Theta Alpha. She hopes the senators will vote no on Bill 489. It doesn’t affect them personally, but they feel the wording is too vague.

8. Hannah Parendo- She is in agreement with Bill 489, unlike her Alpha Xi Delta sisters. She feels that she should be able to attend events that she pays for with her tuition and fees. She doesn’t think her organization should have the power to prevent her from attending events that they do not put on themselves.
9. Griff Jenkins - He is president of Alpha Kappa Psi. He is in favor of Bill 489. His fraternity punishes members by making them attend more events. He feels that positive punishment is better. He thinks they should refund ASISU fees to members who have been suspended from attending ASISU events, since they can’t go to the events. He thinks the bill only applies to scheduled events on campus, not club events. Senator Shelden asked for an example of positive punishment for not attending a club meeting. Griff noted that they would make that member attend 95% of their events as a punishment or else they are kicked out. Senator Perry asked what would happen if a member had academic problems. Griff noted that they have other punishments dependent on the problem. Members are aware of possible punishments before joining. Senator Knapp asked what would happen if a member had class conflicts and couldn’t attend events happening at the same time. Griff noted that they have to attend a make-up event instead. Senator Withers asked about the difference between professional and social fraternities. Griff doesn’t see a difference between them.

10. Malyssa West - She is representing Phi Delta Chi and Alpha Xi Delta. Social sororities are made up of a variety of students, whereas a professional fraternity is focused on majors or careers. Senator Valencia asked about the values of Alpha Xi Delta. Malyssa noted that they value high academic standards, social conduct standards, and realizing member potential. They also require 75% participation in their events. Senator Pitcock asked if their high standards are present in both social and professional fraternities. Malyssa noted that they are. Senator Knapp asked if they inform members of their obligations and standards before joining. Malyssa noted that they inform members of this during the eight weeks prior to initiation. If a potential member doesn’t want to join, they can leave at any point during those eight weeks. They have to sign a paper stating that they are okay with rules. Senator Withers asked about the effect this bill would have on her social and professional organization. Malyssa noted that the Phi Delta Chi constitution states that punishments may be decided by the chapter, so they would not have any conflict at the national level. She noted that Alpha Xi Delta has a social probation that is not in professional fraternities. This bill would affect her social sorority more. Senator Perry asked if sisters can ask for clarity on the rules before joining. Malyssa noted they could. She learned about probation as a pledge and knew what actions would put her on probation.

11. Vito Kelso - He is the newest member of Kappa Sigma. They were given the code of conduct to read during the initiation process. They made the rules and punishments clear to pledges. The pledges also signed a form stating that they agreed with and understood the rules. Senator Valencia asked about pledge class numbers. Vito noted that they started with twenty-one pledges and initiated eight.

12. Jameson Bastow - He is part of the Pre-Health Professions Club. He noted that there are a lot of other organizations affected by the bill apart from the Greeks.

13. Adriana Garcia - She is a member of Alpha Xi Delta. She has been on social probation. This taught her to take responsibility for her actions. She feels that the senators are trying to micromanage the organizations by passing this bill. She doesn’t think the bill is fair to the Greeks. The bill is written to apply to all organizations. However, the Greeks are the only ones who have these punishments in their rules, so the bill really only affects them.

14. Samuel D’Amico - He is a member of Lambda Theta Phi and the American Chemical Society. He doesn’t think this is a black and white issue. He thinks that a one sentence bill cannot solve this problem. He thinks it needs to be addressed on a case by case basis by the individual organizations. He also wanted to talk to the Senate about the President’s house. He asked the administration to release documents about the house. He is still waiting for a response. He asked the Senate to request more information about the house from the administration. Senator Smith thanked Samuel for coming to the meeting. She stated that they will try to get more information. Senator Shelden thought the plans to buy the house had been pulled. Samuel noted that ISU withdrew the request to buy that specific house, but he understands that the university still intends to buy the President a new house. Senator McConnell noted that she will personally reach out for more information.

15. Pratik Sheth - He is the president of Phi Delta Chi. He spoke on behalf of his fraternity and noted that the entire chapter is against the passage of the bill.

16. Hannah Parendo - She thinks that social probation is still possible with the bill. She noted that she was aware of social probation, but she was unaware that she could be prohibited from attending events.
outside of the sorority.

17. Veronica Dialina - She is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma. She noted that probation is the last step before removing a member from the chapter. Senator Valencia asked about last time they needed a social probation for a member. Veronica noted that they haven’t used social probation in many years. They don’t have a problem with their sisters following the rules. They also walk pledges through the rules and consequences. Senator Pitcock asked if they had rules about preventing members from attending events in their national or chapter constitution. Veronica noted that they have it in both. Senator Knapp asked if members can leave the sorority if they don’t agree with that policy. Veronica noted that members can leave the sorority at any time.

18. Gerald Wallace Johnson - Their chapter got a national suspension a few years ago. They volunteered at an event where they served drinks. Nationals thought the brothers were selling alcohol which is against national rules. Under the suspension, brothers couldn’t attend events by national office mandate.

19. Jordan Reed - Checklists are due tomorrow. Senators are still required to do two bimonthly field hours. He noted that they should indicate which events they will attend if event isn’t this week. The events must be in December to count. He will also be submitting deductions to the scholarship office from this semester. These deductions will appear on their spring scholarships.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

President Son noted that there were some incentive points that were missed from the National Society of Collegiate Scholars and 1901. The forms were discovered after the points were approved, but they were turned in on time. They gave the points to the clubs using some of the money from next semester’s incentive point pool. He apologized to Idaho Falls Vice President Hansen for the benefit dinner being canceled. He asked everyone to help make this dinner a success next semester. The benefit dinner will raise money for Benny’s Pantry. Bill 487 is important, because there have been issues with committee members not completing the tasks they have been assigned. As for Bill 489, he noted that he feels that ASISU fee-paying members should be able to attend events funded by ASISU money. He doesn’t think that the organizations’ rules are very clear since some members are still confused. He doesn’t think it is a national requirement for these organizations to be allowed to prohibit members from attending events. He thinks that the bill is broad in its wording for a reason. He doesn’t think the bill would be received well if he placed more stringent punishments on clubs who don’t follow this. He thinks that the Senators were elected to represent all students, not just specific organizations. He thinks this clarifies the rights for every student. He thinks that they could work out issues that any national offices may have with this bill. He doesn’t want to lose any organizations on campus. Senator Smith asked if President Son reached out to the national organizations before bringing the bill forward. President Son noted that they talked to Greek Council after introducing the bill to see if they violated any national rules. He didn’t speak to any national organizations personally. He asked Greek Council members to reach out to their nationals and feels they were given enough time to do so. **MOVE TO EXTEND PRESIDENT’S REPORT BY 10 MINUTES.** Kemmerer/McConnell. Unanimous. MOTION CARRIED.

Senator Perry asked where the disconnect is; President Son says there isn’t an issue with the organizations’ constitutions, but the organizations say there are conflicts. Senator McConnell thought the purpose of meeting with Greek Council was to come to a compromise. President Son couldn’t find a compromise on what the definition of ASISU events is. Senator McConnell noted that other schools have separate clauses for Greeks. President Son thinks it is important to have a blanket policy for all organizations. Senator Cleveland asked for clarification on an ASISU event. ASISU funds clubs, so she feels that club events would count as ASISU events. President Son doesn’t see club events as ASISU events. He thinks it is a stretch for anyone to interpret it that way. **MOVE TO HAVE A 5 MINUTE RECESS.** Perry/Smith. Unanimous. MOTION CARRIED. Senate resumed at 9:26pm.

CHAIR/COMMITTEE REPORTS

1. **Finance Committee, Senator Valencia** - **MOVE TO APPROVE THE FOLLOWING MATCHED DEPOSITS:** STUDENT SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATION FOR $192.66, CHI SIGMA IOTA FOR $17.32, ARMED FORCES CLUB FOR $159.15, INTERNATIONAL STUDIES & TRAVEL ASSOCIATION FOR $400.00, AND AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY FOR $53.00 TOTALING $822.13.

Valencia/McConnell. Roll Call.
DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED. They discussed coming up with clarifications on turning in incentive points sheets, such as typing them or turning in a paper copy.

2. Rules Committee, Senator Thayer- All of the bills have been released from Rules.
3. Appointments and Reviews Committee, Senator Pitcock- They will be interviewing the lobbyist soon. He urged the committee members to watch their emails since they may need to meet during winter break.
4. Outreach Committee, Senator Ricks- Nothing new to report.
5. Communications Committee, Senator Johnson- They have increased the number of followers on Instagram. They will be working on nominations for next semester.
6. Service Committee, Senator Smith- They are getting ideas for the service project for next semester.

OLD BUSINESS
1. Bill 482-Faculty and Staff Endorsements- reading by Senator Kemmerer. MOVE TO APPROVE BILL 482. Kemmerer/Thayer. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-ABSTAIN
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-NO
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-ABSTAIN
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES
MOTION CARRIED.


DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.

5. Bill 486-Chair Committee Notice- Reading by Senator Johnson. MOVE TO APPROVE BILL 486. Johnson/McConnell. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.

6. Bill 487-Pro-Tem Committee- Reading by Senator Johnson. Senator Cleveland asked when the
committee would go into effect. Senator Johnson clarified that the committee would be formed next semester. **MOVE TO APPROVE BILL 487.** Johnson/Ricks. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

**MOTION CARRIED.**
7. Bill 489-Student Organizations- Reading by Senator Thayer. Senator Perry thinks it is best to table the bill, so they can get more information from student organizations. **MOVE TO TABLE BILL 489 UNTIL JANUARY 14, 2015.** Perry/Shelden. Objection. Discussion. Senator Kemmerer thinks this bill will ensure that all ASISU members will be able to attend ASISU events. He thinks it is wrong to take away the opportunity for students to be involved. Senator Shelden looked up the national bylaws for some of the organizations. Kappa Sigma has a rule that members on suspension cannot attend events under the name of Kappa Sigma. He didn’t see anything that said Alpha Xi Delta could prevent members from attending events put on by other students. He thought the bylaws could be outdated since they don’t usually post the national bylaws online, so the rules could have changed. He thinks that students should be able to go to events that they pay into. Senator Withers yielded his time to Andy Rigenhagen. Andy thinks that this bill is pointless. The wording is not strong enough to prevent the organizations from preventing members from doing this. The organizations could go around the rules by imposing a mandatory study group at the same time as another event, and it would be okay under this bill. He noted that 43% of the incentive point money went to the Greeks, which illustrates just how involved they are on campus. He thinks that the senators are making a bigger gap between organizations and student government. He thinks they should work to find a middle ground. Senator Cleveland is in favor of tabling the bill to find a middle ground. Senator Thayer noted that he attended the meeting with Greek Council too. He didn’t think they found any middle ground. Steps were taken to find a middle ground, but he and President Son realized that a middle ground couldn’t be reached. Senator Valencia talked about the deterrence theory. Punishments are put in place for a reason: they deter people from doing wrong. She noted there is no way to not pay into ASISU. Students do have the option to pay into an organization. Senator Valencia yielded her time to Katrina Chapman. Katrina spoke about the meeting they had with President Son and Senator Thayer. She was under the impression that the opinion of the Greeks mattered, and they reached a middle ground. She was told that the bill would be tabled so the organizations could amend their constitutions. Senate would set a deadline for the changes to be made, and the changes to the constitution would be passed by Senate. The organizations would also read their constitutions to members each semester, so they were clear on the rules. She thought that was the agreement they reached, but apparently the agreement was removed from the table. Senator Johnson asked whether Katrina thinks the senators
should vote no or table the bill. Katrina would like them to vote no and allow the organizations to handle the changes internally. They would report back to Senate with the changes they made for approval.

Previous. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-NO
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-NO
KAILYN CLEVELAND-NO
KATIE JOHNSON-NO
KELLY KEMMERER-NO
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-NO
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-NO
DANIELLE MONIAK-NO
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOVI SAAHENE-NO
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-NO
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-NO
JORDAN WITHERS-NO

MOTION FAILED. MOVE TO APPROVE BILL 489. Shelden/Beckstead. Roll Call.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-NO
KATIE JOHNSON-NO
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-NO
KENDRA KNAPP-NO
ANIL MANDAL-ABSTAIN
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-NO
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-NO
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOVI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-NO
JORDAN WITHERS-NO

MOTION CARRIED. MOVE TO EXTEND MEETING TIME UNTIL BUSINESS IS COMPLETED. Underwood/Johnson. Unanimous. MOTION CARRIED.

DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.


DEBBIE BECKSTEAD-YES
TRISHA BEUKELMAN-YES
KAILYN CLEVELAND-YES
KATIE JOHNSON-YES
KELLY KEMMERER-YES
NABIN KHANAL-YES
KENDRA KNAPP-YES
ANIL MANDAL-YES
KOURTNEY MCCONNELL-YES
DANIELLE MONIAK-YES
SAM PERRY-YES
MORGAN PITCOCK-YES
ALLEN RICKS-YES
KOFI SAAHENE-YES
DANIEL SHELDEN-YES
MACKENZIE SMITH-YES
ADAM THAYER-YES
JUSTIN UNDERWOOD-YES
BEA VALENCIA-YES
JORDAN WITHERS-YES

MOTION CARRIED.

NEW BUSINESS

GALLERY QUESTION AND ANSWER
1. Morgan Pitcock noted that legislation is not permanent. He intends to amend Bill 489. Senator Withers thinks they should have rejected the bill and amended it instead. Senator Pitcock noted that the Gallery’s
show of disapproval by calling the senators names when they were leaving is a disgrace.
2. Juan Carlos Chavez invited the senators to talk to the clubs personally to work on a middle ground. Senator Thayer will work with his clubs moving forward. Juan Carlos apologized for the comments that his fellow Greeks made as they were leaving. It was inexcusable.
3. Michelle Price also apologized for the comments that her fellow Greeks made after the vote. She noted that she was not contacted by anyone until Monday about the bill. She noted that the ASISU fees are mandatory to pay. Involvement with organizations is optional. Senator McConnell appreciates their apologies but noted that they shouldn’t have to apologize since they didn’t make the comments. She is embarrassed by the behavior of her club and will bring it up to them. She noted that comments from a few individuals can change everyone’s opinion. She thanked Michelle and Juan Carlos for being so civil.

OTHER
1. Pro-Tem Vote of Confidence- The senators voted and Senator McConnell remains pro-tem.

ISU FIGHT SONG

ADJOURNMENT
MOVE TO ADJOURN. Beckstead/Shelden. ASISU Secretary took roll. All senators were present. Unanimous. MOTION CARRIED. Meeting adjourned at 11:01pm.

__________________________  ____________________________
ASISU VICE PRESIDENT      ASISU SECRETARY
JAMESON BASTOW            ZARA SIVERTSEN